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The readings this week:
◦ Exodus 12:1-14 ◦ Psalm 149
◦ Romans 13:8-14 ◦ Matthew 18:15-20
Click here to read this week’s Scriptures
Messy Moments in Ministry
Wouldn’t it be wonderful if we all could simply get along
–at least most of the time? Even the psalmist must have
thought so when he wrote “How very good and pleasant it
is when kindred live together in unity!” (Psalm 133:1).
The reality is that wherever two or three humans gather
for anything, there is bound to be some conflict at some
point, and the church is certainly no exception.
If you have ever led/served, whether volunteer or
vocational, in a congregational setting, you know that it is
to experience conflict. It might be an argument over
worship settings or whether the flag belongs near the altar.
The problem could be hurt feelings over something the
pastor did or did not do, or it might be a poorly received
council decision. Perhaps a major denominational decision
divides the congregation into various camps. However it
manifests itself, conflict is an unfortunate and very real
part of the human experience.
What separates the church–at least what should separate
the church–from the rest of the world is how we deal with
conflict. More than that, what sets the church apart is how
we live and work together.
Could it be that our fading numbers have something to say
about the way in which we embody (or fail to embody)
these traits? Is it possible that some mainline
congregations have become so comfortable with their
“protected” status in America that they have literally
bored themselves to reduced numbers and flagging
relevance? Does the Body of Christ go against the grain of
culture or does it seek to blend into the landscape? Do we
actively work to keep our sisters and brothers from
stumbling and work tirelessly to build up one another, or
are we too busy and/or fatigued to care beyond occasional
pew warming? Do we embody the love of God or serve
the self as culture would have us do?
Sure, maybe these questions don’t sound fair when you
think about your community. I sure hope they don’t! I
hope your community of faith understands that when Jesus
says he is with you whenever two or three are gathered in
his name, that it isn’t just a way to justify poor worship
attendance numbers but rather is reflective of the closeknit discipleship community envisioned by Matthew. I
hope and pray that your community has learned to talk
honestly, respectfully, and faithfully and that you can
listen actively and kindly. Perhaps you have put on the

armor of light about which Paul speaks and are practicing
love. If not, then I hope you are at least trying to change
your spiritual wardrobe.
Ministry is messy; this is fact. There is no way to be
intimately involved in the work of God without getting
dirt under our fingernails and confronting the debris of
broken lives and dreams. The key is all in how we handle
it. Do we practice love or do we give in to gossip? Do we
dare remove our safe masks and let others see our true
and vulnerable selves? Are we real, or are we who we
“think” we ought to be? Are we able to reflect God and
God’s love for creation in both our being and our
actions?

Think with me for a moment. If your community of faith
could be the ideal embodiment of God’s love in this
world, what would that really look like? Now ask
yourself how far your vision is from the reality. If there is
disconnect between practice and passion, what can you
do about it? You, dear friend, have the tools and talents to
roll up your sleeves and stride into the muck. If you will
do this, perhaps your friends and family members will
join you. As they step into the mess, others will follow.
Like a wronged brother or sister who follows Jesus’
example and wades into the mess of relationship to seek
clarity and healing, so you can step into the mess of
humankind to seek the kind of Christian community that
is possible and indeed already exists in many places. Yes,
there will be conflict, and yes the imperfection and
brokenness of humankind will create muddy moments
and dirty deals.
How we interpret scripture in these muddy moments,
what we loose and what we bind, makes all the difference
in how we function as the beloved community. When
love and care of neighbor is the central focus, then we
reflect God’s love to the world. We look different; we
may stand out like the nerd or the geek or the freak. We
may not look like the rest of the world when we wear our
ancient Christian “fashion” instead of the latest trends,
but in our obvious difference we are beautiful and real.
We provide a welcome harbor for all those who are
hurting and broken, for all those whom God loves. It is
here we will find Christ
present–right smack dab
in the middle of the
mess. Thanks be to God!
~ Sharron R. Blezard,
Stewardship of Life

Reflecting on the Word
____1st Reading: Exodus 12:1-14
Thinking about calendar days and why calendars and days
are changed, what might be some reasons why many
weekly calendars today begin with Monday instead of
Sunday? In what way during Passover is the head of the
household similar to a priest? Why would this be
important in later years? What type of lamb or goat were
the Israelites commanded to use in the celebration of
Passover? In what way is this Passover lamb similar to
the Messiah? Why would the Israelites eat their first
Passover in peace instead of fear? Why do you think the
Israelites obeyed God in faith and did what God told them
through Moses at their first Passover, even though they
might not have understood all of God’s reasons for His
commands? Why is knowing this important? The Parkhust
Group

____Psalm Reading: Psalm 149
What does this psalm say about writing new songs and
new hymns of praise? How does the worship of our King
differ from the worship demanded by a human king or
dictator? How does the context of this psalm warrant
dancing? What is Jesus doing right now, as He sits on
the right hand of the Father? How do the saints bind
kings with chains? Should dancing and musical
instruments be brought into the church? How could we
employ these means of praise? Do our gatherings err on
one of these two sides: the “entertainment-fest” or the
“somber, subdued service with no real sentiment for
victory?” How might we adjust a bit? Generations

Praying Toward Sunday
GOD, You are speaking to me!
Break through my slumbering.
Break through my lassitude.
Break my self-centeredness.
Break the veil over my mind.
Quicken my hearing!
Quicken my seeing!
Quicken my desires for You.
Awaken my zeal for You.
Awaken my love for Your purposes.
Awaken my desires for Your Kingdom to come
here as in heaven.
I love You, LORD.
Help me carry that into my everyday activities.
Awaken to me, my LORD and my GOD. Amen
~ Rick, Transformation Michigan

Community means caring: caring for people. Dietrich
Bonhoeffer says: "He who loves community destroys
community; he who loves the brethren builds
community." A community is not an abstract ideal. We
are not striving for perfect community. Community is
not an ideal; it is people. It is you and I. In community
we are called to love people just as they are with their
wounds and their gifts, not as we would want them to
be. Community means giving them space, helping them
to grow. It means also receiving from them so that we
too can grow. It is giving each other freedom; it is
giving each other trust; it is confirming but also
challenging each other. We give dignity to each other
by the way we listen to each other, in a spirit of trust
and of dying to oneself so that the other may live, grow
and give.
-Jean Vanier, From Brokeness to Community via Suzanne Guthrie,
At the Edge of Enclosure

____3rd Reading: Romans 13:8-14
What does the Bible say about debt? What does the
“continuing debt of love” mean to you? To whom is this
debt owed? Can Christians ever fulfil the debt of owing
love to others? Why or why not? What does it mean to
“love your neighbor as yourself”? How can you
specifically love each of the following people “as
yourself”: Your family, neighbors, co-workers and
church? How is love “the fulfillment of the law”? List the
categories of behavior that Paul says are indecent. Which
ones seem no longer indecent in today’s culture? What
armor could you put on that would you better prepared to
present the gospel to others? What specifically could you
choose to do and think about this week to “clothe yourself
with the Lord Jesus” instead of thinking about gratifying
the desires of your sinful nature? Calvary Lutheran, Golden
Valley

____4th Reading: Matthew 18:15-20
Think about a time when you were disciplined as a child
for a behavior that was or would have been harmful. How
did this discipline protect you? How did this discipline
make you a better person? Are you thankful for this
discipline? What is the root word of discipline? How does
this idea inform our understanding of and purpose for
biblical discipline? How does teaching fit into making
disciples? How can this ongoing process of teaching
transform believers into being like Christ? How does the
kind of discipline differ from the ongoing process of
learning and training? What is the purpose of both kinds
of discipline? Why does pride often prevent us from
carrying out discipline and from receiving discipline in a
loving manner? Why does our desire to forgive others
illustrate Christ’s forgiveness to the world? Radical.net

